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About me...
Repository Manager @ Utrecht University Library 
since 2000
Project Manager
Expertise: Metadata, Digital Preservation, 
Repositories, Digitization
Current Projects: Enhanced Publications, new 
website Digitized Special Collections
Co-author of DRIVER Guidelines
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DRIVER Guidelines?
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DRIVER-project in context
DRIVER-project ended in december 2009, but:
 DRIVER-Search Portal will be maintained
 DRIVER-Guidelines are still valid (but need to be 
reviewed)
 DRIVER-Validator is still working
 DRIVER-Helpdesk is still active
 COAR: continue to work in WGs
 Speeding up services: OpenAIRE Plus?
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Vocabulary Mapping DRIVER Helpdesk
DRIVER Validator
DC
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Outline DRIVER Guidelines
Why comply with the DRIVER Guidelines?
Overview DRIVER Guidelines
Implementation in Utrecht (DSpace)
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Why comply with the DRIVER-Guidelines?
As a local Content Provider: connect to Service 
Providers (DRIVER Search Portal, BASE etc.)
Base for a common exchange format (on a 
national and international scale)
Easier to comply with new initiatives (Open-
AIRE, COAR-Guidelines?)
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But why do we need guidelines anyway?
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DRIVER Search Portal
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DRIVER Search Portal
Contents: 9 May 2011
289 repositories – 38 countries
3,360,000 documents
Since 2009: 3 times as much contents 
and a small increase of participants
Contents: 20 October 2009
254 repositories – 31 countries
1,116,755 documents
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DRIVER Search Portal
38 participating countries from all over the 
world  a lot of different policies
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All 289 repositories are somehow  “unique” 
 a lot of different practices
DRIVER Search Portal
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A look inside the repository metadata
Variety of vocabularies
No standards (internal metadata-formats)
Variety of interpretations (semantics)
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Example dc:type – theses
text.thesis.masters - 28.671
Text.Thesis.Doctoral - 46.594
Doctoral thesis - 32.636                       
Dissertation - 29.287
Electronic Thesis or Dissertation - 366.783
Tese ou Dissertacao Eletronica - 357.567   
Thesis - 95.626                            
Study - 30.203
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Example dc:type – article
Article in monograph or in 
proceedings - 43.230
JournalArticle - 53.606                    
Article/Letter to editor - 58.978
Article / Letter to editor -
73.058        
Article / Letter to the editor -
136.160
article - 345.093                          
Article - 337.314                          
Artikel - 310.858
雑誌掲載論文 Journal Article -
12.774
peer-reviewed article - 56.534             
journal article - 84.717                   
Journal Article - 77.745                   
a - 109.455                                
Correspondence - 108.033
Peer-reviewed Article - 49.885                                
PeerReviewed - 146.348                     
preprint - 19.1784                         
NonPeerReviewed - 173.643











Proven x00E7 al Old to 1500 -
1
pt, es. - 1
spa;cat - 1
eng; slv - 1
noreng - 1
[BLANK]           - 1
[language = Uvean, West] - 1
[language = Madngele] – 1
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Fine when your repository is the center 
of the universe...
It becomes a mess when repositories 
get aggregated!
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What to do about all that ambiguity?
Guidelines 
 Talking about the issues and 
provide theoretical solutions  
Validator
 Going from theory to implementation 
Helpdesk
 Opening channels of communication 
with actual repository community
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DRIVER Guidelines – the basics
Interoperable metadata (field content)
Interoperable OAI-PHM (behaviour)
Clear distinguishable Open Access set
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Interoperable metadata
Minimal DC, Recommended QDC
Use of publication type vocabulary (dc:type)
Use of version type vocabulary (dc:type)
Use of persistent URL (dc:identifier)
Optional: Use of MPEG-21 DIDL
 Full-text harvesting
 Representation of complex documents
 Separation of Handle and Bitstreams
 Multiple Bitstreams: level of Access
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Local implementation in Utrecht (DSpace)
Interoperable Metadata
Mapping internal metadata-fields into DRIVER 
metadata-fields
Mapping local vocabularies into DRIVER vocabularies
Configuration of DSpace-crosswalks
Interoperable OAI-PMH
Implementation of OAI-PMH DRIVER-refinements
Define (Open Access) collections to be harvested and 
to be mapped to the DRIVER Set
Define Metadata Formats to be supported (nl-didl and 
oai-dc)
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Mapping Utrecht types – DRIVER types
Mapping to DRIVER Set
Supported Metadata Formats
Lessons Learned
Use of internal granular metadata
DSpace has shortcomings when using 
MPEG-21 DIDL to express metadata on 
Bitstream-level
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http://www.driver-support.eu/managers.html
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http://validator.driver.research-infrastructures.eu
Validator
DRIVER Summit, October 20 2009 - Ghent, Belgium
Helpdesk
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http://helpdesk.driver.research-infrastructures.eu
DRIVER outcome
To be continued through COAR
Guidelines, Validator and Helpdesk 
have helped increase repository 
interoperability




Maurice Vanderfeesten – SURF (NL)
Thank you
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